Cortically Fixed at Once Implants for the Treatment of the Atrophic Maxilla - A Case Report
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Abstract
The CF@O, Cortically Fixed at Once, implant system is a recent innovation aimed at the rehabilitation of difficult and failed implant cases within a short period of time without the need for extensive surgical operation. The use of conventional intraosseous implants may be limited or inapplicable in restoring some edentulous spaces due to various anatomical reasons. The Cortically Fixed at Once approach uses the remaining cortical bone to fix specially designed implants. The Implant system consists of several types of components specifically developed for different locations in the jaw. The high fatigue strength of the solid titanium implants (without any welds or added parts) is particularly indicated for mechanically demanding situations (the canine and zygomatic sectors of the maxilla) and the mandibular ramus. CF@O incorporates the whole range of treatment procedures available to the implantologist, and it is a reliable alternative where there is substantial bone resorption. The use of bone augmentation to enable placement of an enough and length of implants is usually not required with CF@O implants. The presented case report describes steps followed for the functional restoration of an edentulous patient with the CF@O implant system without bone grafts or sinus lift.
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Introduction
The CF@O, Cortically Fixed at Once, implant system is a recent innovation aimed at the rehabilitation of difficult and failed implant cases within a short period of time without the need for extensive surgical operation.

A severely atrophied maxilla usually presents limitations for conventional implant placement [1-5] due to various anatomical reasons that limit the use of the conventional implant for restoring edentulous spaces [2,3,6,7]. CF@O uses the concept of tricortical support anchorage where the available residual bone volume is used for support. The challenges of a severely atrophied jaw due to advanced posterior alveolar resorption combined with increased maxillary sinus pneumatization which often leaves insufficient bone for implant anchorage [8] can easily be managed.

CF@O is a reliable alternative where there is substantial bone resorption, and the use of conventional intraosseous implants is limited or inapplicable due to various anatomical reasons [1,7,9]. The implant system incorporates the whole range of treatment procedures and it encourages early loading which ensures that patient edentulism can be taken care of immediately with the restoration of function and aesthetics within a few days [10].

The use of bone augmentation to enable placement of a sufficient number and length of implants is usually not required with CF@O implants. Extensive invasive procedures, such as Onlay grafts, free or microvascular bone grafts, transport distraction osteogenesis, apposition grafts with or without a Le Fort I osteotomy with their attendant comorbidity are avoided [11-15].

The Hybrid Plates are made of titanium Grade 2 which makes them thin, lightweight, highly flexible and strong. This characteristic allows the easy adaptability of the CF@O Plates to the jawbone anatomy. The plates are made of one-Piece solid titanium without any welds or added parts, the high fatigue strength of the Hybrid Plate is particularly indicated for mechanically demanding situations such as in the canine and zygomatic region of the maxilla and the mandibular ramus.

The CF@O approach incorporates the whole range of treatment procedures available to the implantologist, and it is a reliable alternative to bone grafts in situations where there is substantial bone resorption. No bone graft and no more sinus lift for the rehabilitation in cases of atrophied maxilla and mandible are needed. The CF@O Implant system consists of several types of components specifically developed for different locations in the jaw.
Case Presentation

A 53-year-old female patient wanted fixed teeth in the maxilla to replace her bridge of over 25 years. The patient had previously visited many doctors who proposed various treatment options such as sinus lifts or bone graft among others due to the jaw atrophy.

A clinical examination showed an upper arch with a resorbed ridge and few standing teeth, aesthetics was bad, patient had mouth odour. The lower arch is dentulous with few missing teeth. Radiographic examination using an orthopantomogram showed a dentulous upper jaw with moderate vertical bone resorption in the front and severe vertical resorption in the premolar and molar region.

Figure 1 shows the cross section of the Cone Beam CT image of the maxilla. The image is used to estimate the amount of bone present and to view the surrounding structures.

In the lower jaw, several teeth were present in the frontal region and in the right lateral region. Most of the teeth show a moderate to severe bone loss suggestive of chronic periodontitis.

Figure 2a & 2b show the clinical photograph and the panoramic radiograph of the patient at presentation.

Treatment plan

In the upper jaw, a complete tooth extraction was advised. From a prosthetic point of view, the patient desired a fixed prosthetic solution. In the upper jaw, a combination of two pterygoids, five two-piece implants and three Hybrid Plates was proposed. The patient agreed to this treatment plan.

The periodontally involved teeth in the upper jaw were extracted and five two-piece implants from TRATE AG, ROOTT-Implants, 14mm length and 3.5mm diameter were directly placed in the extraction sockets.

An open flap was made from the left tuberosity along the crest till the canine region in the maxilla. The flap was reflected on the vestibular side in positions 26 and 27 of the zygomatic arch; the flap was also reflected in the palate. A Pterygoid implant C35/20mm (ROOTT - implant TRATE AG) was inserted at position 28 with a 50N torque. One Hybrid Plate HENGG-1 (Highly Efficient No Graft Gear) was adapted to the bone anatomy and fixed with osteosynthesis screws on the zygomatic bone at position 26. In the premaxillary region, a Hybrid Plate type HENGG-4 was adapted to the bone and fixed with osteosynthesis screws.
The procedure was quite similar for the right side. A plate HENGG-1 was installed in position 16 and one Pterygoid implant P35/20mm was inserted at the right pterygoid plate Figure 3.

The plate was fixed with osteosynthesis screws and covered with an antibiotic Metronidazole and bone material CerasobR (Figure 4). The configuration of HENGG-4 in form of a cross allows a special strong fixation in the premaxilla as the bone quality in this region is poor. The flap was then closed on the right and left with polytetrafluoroethylene polymer (PTFE) monofilament absorbable suture. After an implant placement, the transfer coping was inserted, and an open tray impression was taken with silicone immediately after the surgery (Figure 5).
A temporary resin bridge was made at the chairside and fixed on the maxilla with temporary cement, few days after a temporary bridge from the laboratory was inserted. After four months a definitive impression was done.

On the following appointment the try-in and prosthesis delivery was done. In the maxilla, the metal ceramic bridge was screwed and cemented with a temporary cement (Figure 6). The patient was reviewed after 2 weeks. Thereafter, patient was scheduled for follow-up at 3 months and then every 6 months.

Discussion
The presented case report describes steps followed for the functional restoration of an edentulous patient with the CF@O implant system without bone grafts or sinus lift. Due to the above-described technique, the patient could receive in a short time fixed tooth using a minimally invasive procedure. Where traditional implant methods take several months to complete, the CF@O approach achieves the same result in days without the need for additional surgery. The high fatigue strength of the solid titanium implants (without any welds or added parts) is particularly indicated for mechanically demanding situations (the canine and zygomatic sectors of the maxilla) and the mandibular ramus.

The CF@O, Cortically Fixed at Once approach incorporates the whole range of treatment procedures available to the implantologist, and it is a reliable alternative to bone grafts in situations where there is a substantial bone resorption.
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